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EDITORIAL SANCTUM.

Here we are once more, and the Pat’s 
Post is going stronger than ever, but there 
are just a few things which we should like 
to call your attention to, and this is one 
of them. For this issue of our Camp 
Paper we have received quite a goodly 
amount of really interesting reading, but 
some of you are still not giving us the co
operation that is necessary in making the 
Pat’s Post the premier magazine of any 
Camp in England. The hospital is now 
beginning to fill up rapidly, and I am sure 
that there are quite a number of patients 
here who have some literary ability, and 
who could easily contribute to the P.P.P., 
and make it twice as interesting as it is 
even now. If you have any material you 
want to see in our “ Rag ” let us have it. 
Send it to the Editor. Anything you 
would like to know.

Of course you will understand that the 
troubles of an Editor are many. Some
times your articles are not quite up to the 
mark,'but do not' be disheartened, try 
again. What we are aiming at is to make 
the P.P.P. a general paper, in which all 
branches and departments should be 
represented, and it is a sure thing that

you are not all so busy that you cannot 
devote just a few minutes each month 
gathering up some of the amusing anec
dotes which you may have heard, or had 
seen happen at some time during the 
month.

Our late Editor, S/Sgt. Firth, I believe, 
has already appealed to you, so that it 
should hardly be necessary to repeat this 
request again. You should remember, 
that when a long editorial is written, it is 
taking up sfrnie valuable space which 
might be used for something far more 
interesting. So next month we should 
like to see everybody getting busy and 
hustling some copy along to the Editor’s 
room.

Just a few words more. Wé" should 
like to mention a few things about our 
late Editor, S/Sgt. Firth. It is very much 
regretted that he should'have to leave us 
after working the many, many hours, 
which he must have done in order to get 
the Pat’s Post up to the standard it is to
day. To have to organize and get a paper 
started is a work which we think only a 
good fellow like Firth with his personality 
could do. So we will try and carry on a 
good work which he started and built up, 
so that at a future time it is possible that 
he will come back and take up the strings 
where he left off. We wish him “ God 
speed, and the very best of luck ” in his 
new vocation.

We should like, through the medium of 
the P.P.P., to thank Madame Laura 
Lemon again for her generosity in send
ing to us copies of another of her songs, 
“ Mighty Dominion." We are much in
debted to her, and we are sure that she 
has the welfare of the Canadians to heart, 
in fact she is one of us. We would men
tion that we did not have a single copy of 
the last month’s Pat’s Post left, three 
days after they arrived from the printers.


